transferred to Whistling Season / Surfing Season
except for what was used in RFair, material transferred to Whistling Season
I felt master of myself for the first time since (land-locating began).

(Later, ch. 5: Master of yourself, ay, Angus? All the world's a stage,

old Shakspeare sang/Then who's the driver? the question rang.
the green bed (cemetery)

When time comes for me to go to...

(have Lucas say?)
I am a famous scholar, see
graddyated and trickle-ated, me
I've been to Rome in Germany
and seen the snows of Araby.
Dancing at the rascal fair—order in which verses appear:

devils and angels all were there
heel and toe, pair by pair

show an ankle, show a pair
show what'll make the lasses stare

moon and star, fire and air
choose your mate and make a pair
only

try it, Davie, if you dare
hoof and shoe, stag and mare

Adair Barclay, she was there
gathering a lad with red hair

Angus McCaskill, he was there
paired with a lass named Adair

feel love's music everywhere
fill your heart, fill the air

ch. 1, bumboat scene

ch. 2, schlhouse dance

ch. 2, Angus/Adair wedding

OVER
Dancing at the rascal fair
moonlight in her lovely hair
moon and stars, fire and air
choose your love and make a pair